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The StarLite online web application allows your Internet customers to interact dynamically 

with your in-store retail or rental catalogues. There are no other systems that allow this type 
of flexibility. What this means is that your brick and mortar store continues to operate as a 

normal point-of-sale countertop operation as well as serving as a platform for your Internet 
customers. 

 

For a demonstration of the Internet StarLite Web application 

Visit www.starlightdemo.com 

 

 

For more information about our point-of-sale and rental software (RAPS) 

Visit www.softwareclinic.co.za 

And download a copy 

 

 

 
 

The Software Clinic (Nestor Guido)  

P.O. Box 3186 

North Riding, 2162 

South Africa 

Email: info@softwareclinic.co.za 

Tel: +27 11 462 8509 

Cell: +27 832620886  

Skype: raps49

http://www.starlightdemo.com/
http://www.softwareclinic.co.za/
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About StarLite 

 
StarLite is retail and rentals automated website building process that reads the in-stores 
stock database records. The information from these records is then used to produce and 
update your website content without the need of a web-master or web-designer.  
 
Stock records can also have associations to many types of Meta data that will be displayed 
on StarLite. For example video footage showing how simple it is to switch on a power 
generator; and if required the relevant specifications can also be display in a PDF document. 
Other types of Meta data supported are pictures, galleries, iframe links to other websites 
and transparent annotations showing pricing details and on sale tags etc. StarLite can run on 
a home or office i5 type computer (Windows 7,8 or 10). 
 
Add a variety of Meta data to your online stock records: 

 YouTube or Vimeo video footage 

 Gallery of pictures with titles and description for each 

 Customer May Also Like stock card links 

 Assign GPS Google map coordinates to stock records and display their 
locations on the web 

 Add meaningful Icons to stock records from your icon tray with popup 
descriptions of their meaning 

 
StarLite provides a professional eCommerce Internet solution that also creates a transaction 
channel to the in-stores counter-top point-of-sale (POS) system. This dynamic channel 
communicates business generated transactions between potential Internet customers and 
the in-stores point-of-sales (pos) RAPS database. 
 
StarLite keeps the in-store stock quantity levels up to date as the in-store and Internet 
transactions are processed. Also orders are easily managed and customers are automatically 
emailed on the progress of their online purchases. 
 
With StarLite customers can purchase or rent merchandise from your brick and mortar store 
or do these transactions from the comfort of their computers or hand held mobile devices. 
As an entrepreneur your business models can take on many diversified dimensions, catering 
for the modern world trends. 
 
This retail rental web app is perfect for costume, tool, photographic, movie, games, boat, 
hardware, home industry, real-estate agents and other types of rentals and retail sales.  



-------- PRE-AMBLE -------- 

 
 

RAPS counter software serving a walk-in customer (customer pictures optional) 

 
 

Amending a RAPS retail stock card with Internet attributes (info visit  www.softwareclinic.co.za ) 

   

http://www.softwareclinic.co.za/


 

Amending a RAPS rental stock card with internet attributes 

*Notice that the following stock card is classed as “Manufactured” and will be shown on the Internet with its 

Manufacturer name (Milwaukee) and model number (DRX56SXS) Visit demo web: www.starlightdemo.com  

 
*Notice that the following stock card is classed as “BOOK” and will be shown on the Internet with its Author 

(Francois Ferreria) and ISBN number (9780799368437). The stock cards Synopsis/description can contain html 

tags that are processed and the result displayed by StarLite.  Visit our demo web site www.starlightdemo.com  

 

http://www.starlightdemo.com/
http://www.starlightdemo.com/


Assigning a photo gallery to any RAPS stock card record can be accomplished by clicking onto the 

Gallery button (refer above for button): 

Now you can copy and paste or even use your web cam to place pictures into your Gallery. 

*Note that you can even add a Title and Description per photo to emphasize the quality of the 

product. Photos can be accessed on the local web server computer or you can choose to 

access your pictures from another Internet Web server by entering the url address in the Alt 

field …example: http://softwareclinic/test-pic/  (The  Software Clinic will be happy to walk 

you through the process of exporting your photos to another web server….It’s easy) 

 



The Gallery can be demonstrated by clicking onto a product picture on our StarLite 

demo ( www.starlightdemo.com ) 

 

  
 

http://www.starlightdemo.com/


Clicking onto the StarLite Gallery button and your pictures with relevant descriptions 

will appear in the StarLite Gallery Window: 

 

 
 

*Notice the description “Modern Bathroom -  With pulsating shower”,  gallery pictures can 

be annotated with titles and descriptions. Also a list of gallery icons is displayed at the 

bottom that can be moused-over to bring pictures of interest into the display area.  



Hovering the mouse over a picture will also zoom into the relevant image area. 

 

 
 



Assigning Icons to any RAPS stock card record can be accomplished by clicking onto the Icon 

Footer button (refer above for button): 

 
* Note Icons can be loaded for your Industry 

 

Example of results on StarLite when viewing the catalog on the Internet: 

 
*Notice the way the Icon lifts and displays the Swimming Pool description when the mouse is 

hovered over the icon. Also when clicking onto a catalog picture; the result will produce a 

magnified image with a host of available options. For example Rent, Purchase, view additional 

specifications, watch a video demo,  view a gallery of pictures, map location of item, make a 

reservation. 



Assigning Google Map GPS coordinates to any RAPS stock card record can be accomplished by 

clicking onto the Google M. button (refer above for button): 

 
 

Example of results on StarLite when viewing the catalog on the online web (A Map button will 

appear as an option when clicking onto a StarLite catalog picture. Click onto the Map button): 

 
  



StarLite on the Web after adding the pictures and other data and links within the RAPS stock cards 

(POS software by the Software Clinic) ( RENTALS TOOLS  ) www.starlightdemo.com 

 

 
 

Note that the logo is replaced with your own logo requirements. Customers can also click onto the 

Store location button and see a Google map of your stores location and have the option to print. 

Any orders made by customers can be viewed and reprinted by clicking onto the View Orders & 

Status button. 

 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business 

http://www.starlightdemo.com/


Clicking onto a product will action a dialogue box to appear with a larger picture and rental 

information as well as giving an online customer the opportunity to interact:  read the description of 

the product, view more information, view a demo YouTube/Vimeo video link, or reserve. 

 
By inserting a small amount of html tags into the RAPS stock cards synopsis/description will result in 

the above bullet points and color within the summary above. Refer stock cards being of this doc. 

The “You May Also Like” contains active links to other products. 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business



StarLite on the Web after adding the pictures and other data and links within the RAPS stock cards 

(POS software by the Software Clinic) ( RENTALS COSTUMES) www.starlightdemo.com  

 

 

 
 

 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business  

http://www.starlightdemo.com/


Clicking onto a product will action a dialogue box to appear with a larger picture and rental 

information as well as giving an online customer the opportunity to interact:  read the description of 

the product, view more information, view a demo YouTube/Vimeo video link, or reserve. 

 

 
 

The “You May Also Like” contains active links to other products. 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business 



StarLite on the Web after adding the pictures and other data and links within the RAPS stock cards 

(POS software by the Software Clinic) (  RETAIL Home Industry  ) www.magdasugarart.co.za  

 
 

 

*Notice the different theme background.  StarLite is very flexible in regards to backgrounds and 

colors that would compliment your stores color scheme. 

 

 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business  

http://www.magdasugarart.co.za/


Clicking onto a product will action a dialogue box to appear with a larger picture and retail 

information as well as giving an online customer the opportunity to interact:  read the description of 

the product, view more information, view a demo YouTube/Vimeo video link, or purchase. 

 

 
By inserting a small amount of html tags into the RAPS stock cards synopsis/description will result in 

the color and font size changes within the summary above. Refer RAPS stock cards at the beginning 

of this document. 

 

The “You May Also Like” contains active links to other products. 

 

*Note the currency symbol can be changed for the country of business  



Also notice the twitter blog at the end of the web page that a customer can scroll through. The store 

could make a workstation available on the floor to allow customers to browse the store inventory. 

   

Another noticeable is the transparent annotations that are dynamically attached as the status of the 

stock levels change or these annotations can be placed by Management to describe an item as HOT 

HOT!!! Etc.  

 

After or before reading visit: ( www.starlightdemo.com ) to take StarLite for a realistic drive and to 

have some fun. 

The next few pages illustrate clicking onto the exposed buttons for the product chosen. 

Asus Orion pro Gaming Headset:

http://www.starlightdemo.com/


More Info button depressed:  opens a light-box Window that’s linked to the manufactures web-page 

for this product.  A customer can then view further specifications and art work on the product.  This 

link is managed and maintained within the stock card record in the RAPS database.  Refer to 

www.softwareclinic.co.za for more information about RAPS. Notice the close button at the bottom 

of this illustration, by clicking onto it, this Window will be closed and the customer will still be in 

StarLite; meaning no hoping between web pages. 

 

 
 

Demo button depressed:  opens a light-box Window that’s linked to a YouTube/Vimeo video 

demonstration of the product where the customer can view the product in action. Note store 

management could make their own YouTube demonstration video and link them into the relevant 

stock record within the RAPS database.  

 

 
 

http://www.softwareclinic.co.za/


Add to Cart button depressed:  opens a light-box Window showing that this item has been added to 

the shopping cart allowing the customer to continue shopping or to start the Checkout process.   

 

 
 

Select Shipping Method button depressed:  opens a light-box Window showing the customer a 

selection of payment and shipping methods that are available. A selection is then made by the 

customer. 

 

 
 



Proceed to Checkout button depressed:  opens a light-box Window showing the customer the input 

form where they must type in their delivery address and contact detail for the order. Once 

completed clicking onto the Proceed to Checkout button below will take them to the payment 

service provider’s web page.  The payment service provider could be PayPal /Payfast/EFT depending 

on which payment method was selected. Note if the customer confirms payment at the payment 

service provider that an email containing the INVOICE/ORDER document will be emailed to them.   

 

 
 

Forgot Password?  If a customer has forgotten their password then it is an easy task for them to get 

a new one automatically emailed to them by StarLite. Just click onto the Forgot Password button and 

follow the prompt to confirm the request. Once the request has been confirmed StarLite will 

immediately email the new password to the customer. It’s that simple. 

 

 



View You Are  Human Test:  If this option is enabled within the StarLite configuration options, then 

the customers visiting your StarLite web page will be asked to verify that they are human before 

being allowed to enter the final stages of the Checkout procedure. This is done to protect the web 

site from Internet robot and other malicious attacks. 

 

 
 

Once the customer enters the humanly readable text displayed above, and if answered correctly, 

they will be allowed into the Checkout procedure. Note if the customer cannot make out what text is 

being displayed then they have the option to reload another text template to decipher. 

 

*Remember this option can be switched off if it proves to be a hindrance.



View your Order button depressed:  This button is found within the View Cart Window and when 

depressed it opens a light-box Window showing the entire list of customer order documents starting 

from the most current. 

 

 
 

Highlighted order clicked:  By clicking onto a highlighted order will display the order with all its latest 

status indicators and you can then print or re-email it to your-self. 

 



Managing the incoming StarLite retail orders from within RAPS ( point-of-sale software refer 

www.softwareclinic.co.za ) 

 

Screen image of RAPS online order viewer.  

 

 
 

From within the RAPS Point-of-sale software, incoming orders are selected and their statuses 

updated. A tracking number and customer communication can be added. Once an order has 

been updated and the update accepted an automatic email is posted to the customer with the 

latest Invoice/Order information.  

http://www.softwareclinic.co.za/


 StarLite summary 

 
StarLite is a new web application that allows customers to interact with a brick and mortar 
stores retail and rental catalogue. This new web application works together with the RAPS 
(pos software) to provide a combined counter point-of-sale, with a complimentary Internet 
solution for their customers.  StarLite provides a categorized reflection of the stores retail 
and rental inventory for online customers to interact with and at the same time have some 
fun using it. StarLite can be used from the comfort of homes, offices and or phone/tablets to 
do online purchases using their credit cards or EFT’s; and if the rental component is 
activated customers can browse what rentals are available at the store and perform rental 
transactions. 
  
Another powerful feature linked into StarLite is the ability to blog on Twitter and not be 
contaminated by other foreign tweets. Your pristine blog will be dynamically shown at the 
bottom of your StarLite Window. You can blog about any new happening or upcoming sales 
at your store. 
 
Put the following Internet address into your web browser and come visit and test drive 
StarLite:  http://www.starlightdemo.com and read our twitter StarLite blog. 
 

How does StarLite work 

 
1) StarLite requires an ADSL line with a router that has access to the Internet; we can assist 

your technician in setting this up if required.  Also require will be a URL/DNS …example: 

www.YourUrl.com purchased from www.dyn.com (or a similar service provider).  We can 

assist in the purchase of a URL if required. 

2) StarLite works with Microsoft Windows 7/Windows 8 and future versions of Microsoft 

Windows which already comes installed with a local Internet web server called IIS.  It just 

needs to be switched on. It is not difficult to do and we will be there to help. 

3)  The StarLite package will need to be installed by the Software Clinic. This will be done 

through the Internet application ( www.TEAMVIEWER.com  )and with the permission of the 

store owner.  

4) Once StarLite is installed the store’s inventory catalogue will immediately become visible on 

the Internet and can be visited by your customers whom have your URL DNS address to 

StarLite …example:  www.YourUrl.com .  

 

 

http://www.starlightdemo.com/
http://www.yoururl.com/

